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Abstract: In this work, we aim to characterize the effective scale height at the ionosphere F2-layer
peak (H0) by using in situ electron density (Ne) observations by Langmuir Probes (LPs) onboard
the China Seismo-Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES—01). CSES—01 is a sun-synchronous satellite
orbiting at an altitude of ~500 km, with descending and ascending nodes at ~14:00 local time (LT) and
~02:00 LT, respectively. Calibrated CSES—01 LPs Ne observations for the years 2019–2021 provide
information in the topside ionosphere, whereas the International Reference Ionosphere model (IRI)
provides Ne values at the F2-layer peak altitude for the same time and geographical coordinates as
CSES—01. CSES—01 and IRI Ne datasets are used as anchor points to infer H0 by assuming a linear
scale height in the topside representation given by the NeQuick model. COSMIC/FORMOSAT—3
(COSMIC—1) radio occultation (RO) data are used to constrain the vertical gradient of the effective
scale height in the topside ionosphere in the linear approximation. With the CSES—01 dataset, we
studied the global behavior of H0 for daytime (~14:00 LT) and nighttime (~02:00 LT) conditions,
different seasons, and low solar activity. Results from CSES—01 observations are compared with those
obtained through Swarm B satellite Ne-calibrated measurements and validated against those from
COSMIC—1 RO for similar diurnal, seasonal, and solar activity conditions. H0 values modeled by
using CSES—01 and Swarm B-calibrated observations during daytime both agree with corresponding
values obtained directly from COSMIC—1 RO profiles. Differently, H0 modeling for nighttime
conditions deserves further investigation because values obtained from both CSES—01 and Swarm
B-calibrated observations show remarkable and spatially localized differences compared to those
obtained through COSMIC—1. Most of the H0 mismodeling for nighttime conditions can probably
to be attributed to a sub-optimal spatial representation of the F2-layer peak density made by the
underlying IRI model. For comparison, H0 values obtained with non-calibrated CSES—01 and Swarm
B Ne observations are also calculated and discussed. The methodology developed in this study for
the topside effective scale height modeling turns out to be applicable not only to CSES—01 satellite
data but to any in situ Ne observation by low-Earth-orbit satellites orbiting in the topside ionosphere.

Keywords: topside ionosphere modeling; effective scale height; China Seismo-Electromagnetic
Satellite (CSES—01); Swarm B satellite; Langmuir probes data; International Reference Ionosphere
(IRI) model; NeQuick model

1. Introduction

The topside ionosphere consists of the region extending from the F2-layer electron
density peak to the overlying plasmasphere [1–3]. In this region, the electron density (Ne)
decreases monotonically at a vertical rate driven by the vertical scale height (VSH, [4–6]),
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which in turn depends on both the chemical composition of the plasma and its physical
state. Since obtaining an accurate and thorough knowledge of plasma properties is difficult,
an effective scale height is usually inferred from Ne measurements and used for empirical
modeling. In the topside ionosphere, the effective scale height (H) is empirically obtained
by fitting measured Ne values with different analytical functions, in order to obtain the most
reliable representation of the topside vertical Ne distribution (e.g., [7–9]). As a consequence,
calculated H values depend on the topside parameterization used for their calculation and
can differ from VSH values derived from the plasma ambipolar diffusion theory [6].

Many empirical ionospheric models rely on the modeling of H for an accurate de-
scription of the Ne vertical profile. For instance, this is the approach pursued by the
International Reference Ionosphere model (IRI, [10]), the NeQuick model [11], and the
Empirical-Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Model (E-CHAIM, [12]). Concerning the
topside ionosphere, the modeling of H is challenging due to the reduced availability of data
compared to the bottomside ionosphere, i.e., the region below the F2-layer peak. Indeed,
the topside ionosphere is hidden to the widely spread ground-based ionosondes network,
and Ne observations can be obtained only through more expensive techniques such as
topside sounders satellites, in situ measurements by low-Earth-orbit (LEO) satellites, radio
occultation (RO) of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals, and incoherent scatter
radars (ISRs) [13]. The challenge in modeling the topside ionosphere comes in the form
of IRI difficulties in properly representing the topside variations under both quiet and
disturbed conditions (e.g., [14]). As a result, the availability of new topside Ne observations
provides the opportunity to improve the description of H and, consequently, the topside
Ne modeling. This is the main motivation driving the present investigation.

In this work, we characterize the global behavior of the topside effective scale height
by using in situ Ne observations by Langmuir Probes (LPs) onboard the China Seismo-
Electromagnetic Satellite (CSES—01) and Swarm B LEO satellites. CSES—01 is dedicated
to geophysical measurements and near-Earth environment monitoring, with a focus on the
investigation of the electromagnetic perturbations possibly associated with earthquakes [15].
Swarm B is one of the three satellites of the Swarm constellation launched by the European
Space Agency at the end of 2013 with the main aim of studying the geomagnetic field, the
electric currents in the magnetosphere and ionosphere, and the impact of solar wind on the
dynamics of the upper atmosphere [16].

In situ Ne observations from LEO satellites alone cannot provide information on H
and then on the Ne vertical variation. They must be accompanied with Ne observations
collected at different altitudes, by different instruments, or by modeled values. For example,
the authors of [7], using in situ Ne observations made by Swarm satellites as the topside
anchor point and the IRI UP data-assimilation modeled values over Europe [17] as the
F2-layer peak anchor point, inferred a constant H by using different topside functions.
A similar approach was also later pursued by the authors of [18] to calculate the value
of the effective scale height at the F2-layer peak (H0) to be used in the NeQuick topside
model scale height formulation [11,19]. The above-mentioned works were confined to the
European region due to the use of the IRI UP model for the F2-layer peak anchor point
and were based on the assumption of constant H in the topside [7] and on the topside H
representation used by the NeQuick model [18]. In the present work, we relaxed these
constraints in the calculation of the topside effective scale height. The use of IRI to model
the F2-layer peak anchor point allows for the global modeling of H with CSES—01 and
Swarm B in situ Ne observations. Later in this paper, we include a linear variation in
the topside H description based on evidence from several works [6,20–26]. To include
the linear variation in the H description, we take advantage of COSMIC/FORMOSAT—3
(also known as COSMIC—1 [27]) RO measurements. COSMIC—1 RO Ne topside profiles
are used to infer the median behavior of the effective scale height vertical gradient in the
topside through the methodology developed by [6,25]. The linear H description can be
then applied to Ne datasets provided by in situ LEO satellites, along with IRI-modeled
F2-layer peak parameters, to derive values of H0.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes a description
of CSES—01 and Swarm B in situ Ne datasets and the calibration applied to them; the
same section describes COSMIC—1 RO Ne data and IRI-modeled data. On one hand,
Section 3 describes in detail the topside effective scale height modeling methodology based
on the H linear approximation in the NeQuick topside model and, on the other hand,
how H0 values are obtained. Section 4 presents the global behavior of H0 for daytime
and nighttime conditions, different seasons, and for the low solar activity years covered
by our dataset. Results from CSES—01 observations are compared with those derived
from Swarm B observations and validated against those derived from COSMIC—1 RO.
Also for comparison, H0 values obtained with non-calibrated CSES—01 and Swarm B Ne
observations are calculated and discussed. In Section 4, results obtained through the use
of the original NeQuick topside formulation are also presented. Moreover, a comparison
between COSMIC—1-measured and IRI-modeled F2-layer peak parameters is provided.
Section 5 discusses the results of Section 4, while Section 6 outlines the conclusions that can
be drawn from the present study.

2. Data Description
2.1. CSES—01 Langmuir Probe Observations

CSES—01 is a sun-synchronous LEO satellite launched on the 2nd of February 2018
at an initial altitude of 507 km [15]. The orbit has an inclination of 97.4◦, with descending
and ascending nodes at ~14:00 Local Time (LT) and ~02:00 LT, respectively. CSES—01
observations cover the latitudinal range between 70◦ S and 70◦ N. CSES—01 LP data are
freely available at https://www.leos.ac.cn/ (accessed on 7 April 2023) after registration.
LPs onboard CSES—01 provide in situ Ne observations in a range between 5·102 cm−3

and 1·107 cm−3 [28,29]. The sampling rate of LP observations depends on the geographical
location according to two operational modes: survey and burst. In burst mode, LP obser-
vations’ sampling rate is 1.5 s and activates only over China and within the main seismic
zones [15]. In survey mode, the sampling rate is 3 s.

In this work, we consider CSES—01 LP Ne observations from the 1st of January 2019
to the 30th of September 2021. The dataset consists of 13,957 semi-orbits in the daytime
sector (~14:00 LT) and 13,978 in the nighttime sector (~02:00 LT). Both survey and burst
mode data are used.

Several studies compared and validated CSES—01 LP Ne observations against obser-
vations made by incoherent scatter radars and similar LEO satellites, as well as against
corresponding values provided by ionospheric models [30–34]. There is good agreement
among these studies in highlighting a general underestimation of Ne values recorded
by CSES—01 when compared to different data sources. Nevertheless, CSES—01 LP Ne
observations succeed in describing both the spatial and diurnal Ne patterns in the topside
ionosphere. Since the reliability of both the magnitude and variations of Ne values is
needed for the calculation of the topside effective scale height, we applied the CSES—01
LP Ne calibration procedure developed by the authors of [34]. This calibration is based on
the comparison with Swarm B satellite LP and Face Plate (FP) Ne observations and was
validated against ISRs observations.

Following [34], original CSES—01 Ne measured values (in cm−3) have been calibrated
by applying the following equations:

y = 10
x−q

m ,
x ≡ log10(CSES-01 LP original Ne),
y ≡ log10(CSES-01 LP calibrated Ne ).

(1)

https://www.leos.ac.cn/
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where the m and q calibration coefficients were calculated for the daytime and nighttime
sectors:

daytime⇒
{

m = 0.888± 0.013;
q = −0.203± 0.063;

nighttime⇒
{

m = 0.938± 0.009;
q = −0.073± 0.038.

(2)

This calibration procedure holds for the low solar activity conditions covered by the
datasets used for its development. The shortness of the dataset and the FP data limita-
tions did not allow for the investigation of the possible seasonal variations of calibration
parameters [34].

Since the CSES—01 dataset used in this paper is the same as that used in [34], the
application of this calibration procedure to our dataset is straightforward. For comparison
purposes, in the following, both original and calibrated CSES—01 LP Ne observations
will be used. The authors of [34] demonstrated how this calibration procedure strongly
reduces the CSES—01 Ne underestimation for both daytime and nighttime conditions, with
calibrated values in agreement with corresponding values measured by Arecibo, Jicamarca,
and Millstone Hill ISRs.

2.2. Swarm B Langmuir Probe Observations

Swarm is a constellation of three LEO satellites launched on the 22nd of November
2013 and is still in operation [16]. Among the three satellites, Swarm B has a circular near-
polar orbit with an inclination of 87.75◦ and an initial altitude of around 500–510 km, which
is similar to that of CSES—01. In contrast to CSES—01, Swarm B spans all the LTs in about
130–140 days. Swarm B provides in situ Ne observations through two different instruments
of the Electric Field Instrument (EFI) payload [35]: spherical LPs and the FP of the Thermal
Ion Imager (TII). LPs provide continuous Ne observations at 2-Hz rate, while the FP has a
16-Hz rate; however, corresponding observations are not continuous in time [35–38]. Swarm
data are freely downloadable at https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm/data
(accessed on 7 April 2023).

In this work, we consider Swarm B LP Ne observations in the same time window as
the CSES—01 dataset, i.e., from the 1st of January 2019 to the 30th of September 2021. To
be consistent with the CSES—01 dataset, we also considered only Swarm B observations
in the range between 70◦ S and 70◦ N in terms of geographic latitude, and for the two
LT sectors sounded by CSES—01. Specifically, we selected Swarm B observations in the
range 01:00 ≤ LT < 03:00 for the nighttime sector and in the range 13:00 ≤ LT < 15:00 for
the daytime sector [34].

In a similar manner to CSES—01, Swarm B LP Ne observations also underwent a
calibration procedure based on the results of [34]. In fact, the authors of [34,39,40] inde-
pendently highlighted how Swarm B LP Ne observations are characterized by a nighttime
overestimation under low solar activity conditions. To overcome this issue, the authors
of [34] calibrated Swarm B LP Ne observations on the basis of corresponding values from
the FP onboard the same satellite, which showed a much better agreement with ISRs
observations. Additionally, original Swarm B LP Ne measured values (in cm−3) have
been calibrated by applying Equation (1), where x ≡ log10(Swarm B LP original Ne) and
y ≡ log10(Swarm B LP calibrated Ne), with calibration coefficients:

daytime⇒
{

m = 0.978± 0.009;
q = 0.161± 0.044;

nighttime⇒
{

m = 1.374± 0.017;
q = −1.254± 0.069.

(3)

The application of the calibration procedure to Swarm B LP Ne values allows one to fix
the nighttime overestimation for low solar activity conditions [34]. For daytime conditions,

https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm/data
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its application has only marginal effects, meaning that the agreement between LP and FP
data is already good.

2.3. IRI F2-Layer Peak Modeled Characteristics

IRI is an empirical climatological model of the ionosphere, which is considered the
reference model by the ionospheric community [10,41]. The last version of the model,
i.e., IRI—2020, has been considered in this study to obtain information on the F2-layer peak
characteristics NmF2 and hmF2, which are the electron density and altitude of the F2-layer
peak. IRI was run for the same time periods and locations covered by both CSES—01 and
Swarm B datasets. NmF2 values were modeled through the URSI coefficients [42]. hmF2 val-
ues are those given by the Shubin option [43]. Both are recommended options in IRI—2020.
Information about the performance of IRI in describing the F2-layer peak characteristics for
different conditions and on a global basis can be found in [44]. IRI—2020 Fortran code is
available on the IRI website (http://irimodel.org/, accessed on 7 April 2023).

2.4. COSMIC/FORMOSAT—3 Radio Occultation Observations

COSMIC/FORMOSAT—3 (COSMIC—1 in brief) was a six LEO-microsatellites constel-
lation launched on the 15th of April 2006 and decommissioned in 2020 [27]. COSMIC—1
satellites had circular orbits with an inclination of 72◦, an altitude of about 800 km, and
a longitudinal separation between neighboring satellites of about 30◦. Each satellite was
equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) RO receiver capable of measuring the
phase delay of radio waves from GPS satellites as they are occulted by the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. Through data inversion, RO measurements provide ionospheric Ne values at the
tangent points of the radio occultation—from the ground to the COSMIC—1 satellites
altitude. COSMIC—1 RO data are based on the Abel inversion technique [45,46], which
assumes a spherical symmetry in the ionosphere. It is worth noting that this working hy-
pothesis can be violated in locations where strong horizontal electron density gradients are
present. The equatorial ionization anomaly region, geomagnetically disturbed conditions,
and the hours around the solar terminator are the most affected by such an issue [47,48].

COSMIC—1 RO ionprf files containing Ne quasi-vertical profiles are stored in the
COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center (CDAAC, http://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.
edu/cdaac/products.html, accessed on 7 April 2023) [49].

In this work, to be consistent with the CSES—01 dataset, we considered COSMIC—1
RO observations in the range 00:00 ≤ LT < 04:00 for the nighttime sector and in the range
12:00 ≤ LT < 16:00 for the daytime sector. The LT sectors in which we selected COSMIC—1
RO observations are wider than those used in the Swarm B LT selection (Section 2.2) to
ensure the consideration of a statistically significant number of RO profiles. Moreover, only
COSMIC—1 RO data measured when the 81-day running mean (F10.781) of the solar flux
index F10.7 [50] was lower or equal than 85 sfu (solar flux unit) has been considered, i.e., for
the same low solar activity conditions of the CSES—01 dataset.

3. Topside Effective Scale Height Calculation Methodology

The topside effective scale height calculation methodology here proposed is based
on the NeQuick model topside Ne representation [11], with an empirical linear topside
effective scale height. The parameters of the linear topside scale height are obtained through
Ne observations from in situ LEO satellites, COSMIC—1 RO profiles, and IRI-modeled
F2-layer peak characteristics.

http://irimodel.org/
http://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.edu/cdaac/products.html
http://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.edu/cdaac/products.html
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3.1. NeQuick Model Topside Representation and Effective Scale Height Linear Approximation

The NeQuick model describes the topside ionosphere through a semi-Epstein layer
anchored at the F2-layer peak [11,19,25]:

Ne(h) = 4NmF2
exp

(
h−hmF2

H

)
[
1 + exp

(
h−hmF2

H

)]2 . (4)

The Ne decrease with height is driven by the empirical effective scale height H, which
the NeQuick model describes with the following formulation:

H(h) = H0

[
1 +

rg(h− hmF2)
rH0 + g(h− hmF2)

]
. (5)

According to (5), H is a function of the three empirical topside parameters: H0, g, and
r. H0 is the scale height value at the F2-layer peak; g represents the scale height vertical
gradient near the F2-layer peak; r is the parameter controlling the H behavior very distant
from the F2-layer peak. The NeQuick model calculates H0 from F2-layer and bottomside
parameters [11], while g = 0.125 and r = 100.

The formulation (5) was designed to allow a smooth transition from the linear behav-
ior near the F2-layer peak to the non-linear behavior in the overlying plasmasphere. The
authors of [6,23,25] investigated the altitudinal range in which the H linear approximation
holds. Using topside sounder data, the authors of [23] found that the H linear approxima-
tion is valid up to 1300 km above the F2-layer peak. The authors of [6,25] found similar
results using COSMIC—1 RO data up to the maximum altitude sounded by COSMIC—1
satellites, i.e., 800 km from ground. As a consequence, as demonstrated by the authors
of [23] and [6,25], the H linear approximation is well-verified at the altitudes of CSES—01
and Swarm B orbits (~500 km from ground), and there is no added value in introducing
the non-linear terms in the H modeling. Then, we did not apply the NeQuick non-linear
formulation of Equation (5) and relied on the linear approximation given by:{

H(z) = dH
dz z + H0,

z ≡ h− hmF2,
(6)

where the slope dH/dz represents the vertical gradient of the modeled topside linear scale
height, while the intercept H0 represents the value at the F2-layer peak (h = hmF2 at z = 0).

An exact application of Equation (6) requires the knowledge of the H topside vertical
profile. The authors of [25] developed a mathematical procedure to obtain H values
from F2-layer peak and topside Ne values through the NeQuick topside formulation of
Equation (4):

HEpstein(h) =
h− hmF2

ln
{

1
Ne(h)

[
(2NmF2− Ne(h)) + 2

√
NmF22 − Ne(h) · NmF2

]} . (7)

HEpstein is the effective scale height obtained by mathematically inverting the semi-
Epstein topside formulation of Equation (4).

According to (7), when the F2-layer peak characteristics (NmF2 and hmF2) and the
Ne(h) topside profile are both available from observations, an HEpstein(h) profile can be
obtained for the entire topside profile. This is the case with COSMIC—1 RO profiles,
which allow for the calculation of HEpstein(h) through Equation (7), as well as allow for the
obtainment of dH/dz and H0 values by fitting Equation (6) to the calculated HEpstein(h)
values [25]. The same approach used by the authors of [25] cannot be applied to CSES—01
and Swarm B satellite data because only the in situ Ne value is provided by satellites. To
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apply Equation (6) to in situ LEO satellite observations, we need to constrain dH/dz in
Equation (6) by using additional information provided by COSMIC—1 RO observations.

3.2. Topside Effective Scale Height Vertical Gradient Modeling

To gain information on the dH/dz median behavior, we applied the procedure devel-
oped in [25], as briefly outlined in Section 3.1, to the COSMIC—1 RO dataset described
in Section 2.4. Figure 1 depicts an example of topside H calculation and modeling with
data measured by COSMIC—1 on the 11th of October 2011 at 10:19:45 UT (Universal
Time) at latitude = 39.86◦ N and longitude = 0.69◦ E. Topside Ne(h) values measured by
COSMIC—1—represented by blue points in panel (a)—are used to calculate HEpstein(h)
through Equation (7)—represented as blue points in panel (b). Calculated HEpstein(h) val-
ues show a clear linear dependence with height. The fit of Equation (6) to the calculated
HEpstein(h) values allows for the obtainment of the linear fit parameters, i.e., dH/dz (the
slope) and H0 (the intercept). H(z) values obtained with fitting parameters are represented
as the red line in panel (b). By using calculated H(z) values as the effective scale height in
the NeQuick topside representation of Equation (4), we obtain the Ne(h) topside profile—
represented by the red curve in panel (a). The comparison between Ne(h) values measured
by COSMIC—1 and those modeled by using H(z) assumes that it is possible to accurately
reproduce the topside profile with the linear approximation of the effective scale height.
This assumption is true in the range of altitudes covered by COSMIC—1 observations [25].

For each COSMIC—1 RO profile, we obtain a couple of linear parameters (dH/dz,
H0). We applied this procedure to the selected COSMIC—1 RO dataset, which covers the
diurnal and solar activity conditions probed by CSES—01. H0 values from COSMIC—1
have been used as references for comparison (see Section 4), while dH/dz values are used
in the topside H modeling along with CSES—01 and Swarm B observations.

Since the topside ionosphere exhibits seasonal variations, we binned calculated dH/dz
values as a function of the months of the year in four bins around solstices and equinoxes:

• NDJ: November, December, January—the months around the December solstice;
• FMA: February, March, April—the months around the March equinox;
• MJJ: May, June, July—the months around the June solstice;
• ASO: August, September, October—the months around the September equinox.

Ref. [51] highlighted also how topside parameters are strongly connected with the
geomagnetic field lines configuration. Then, magnetic coordinates are the natural basis for
a spatial description of the topside parameters. Therefore, we further binned dH/dz values
as a function of the Quasi-Dipole (QD) geomagnetic latitude [52], from 90◦ S to 90◦ N in
steps of 2.5◦. Figure 2 represents the dH/dz mean values as a function of QD latitude for
the four seasons and for the two LT sectors encompassed by CSES—01 orbit. Error bars are
the standard deviation values inside each bin. dH/dz ranges between 0.1 and 0.3, with very
large differences between daytime and nighttime conditions and large seasonal variations
during nighttime. During daytime, dH/dz shows an absolute minimum at the geomagnetic
equator and values increasing with latitude. This pattern is consistent across different
seasons. Conversely, in the nighttime sector, dH/dz shows large seasonal variations with
maxima at mid latitudes. At equinoxes (red and blue curves), dH/dz maximizes at mid
latitudes in both hemispheres, with small hemispheric differences. Instead, at solstices,
dH/dz maximizes in the winter hemisphere at mid latitudes. Such seasonal differences
support the need to include seasonal dependence in the modeling. The mean dH/dz values
seen in Figure 2 are used to apply the linear scale height formulation to CSES—01 and
Swarm B observations.
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points) obtained from the COSMIC—1 measured Ne profile and corresponding modeling through a 
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ured on the 11th of October 2011 at 10:19:45 UT at latitude = 39.86° N and longitude = 0.69° E are 
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Figure 1. Panel (a), topside Ne values measured by COSMIC—1 (blue points) and modeled by using
the topside linear scale height (HLinear) (red line). Panel (b), topside scale height values HEpstein (blue
points) obtained from the COSMIC—1 measured Ne profile and corresponding modeling through
a linear fit (red line). Data from COSMIC—1 ionPrf_C001.2011.284.10.20.G23_2013.3520_nc file,
measured on the 11th of October 2011 at 10:19:45 UT at latitude = 39.86◦ N and longitude = 0.69◦ E
are used.
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Figure 2. Vertical gradient dH/dz of the topside scale height, as obtained by COSMIC—1 and as a
function of QD magnetic latitude, for low solar activity. Panel (a) is for the daytime sector (~14:00 LT),
while panel (b) is for the nighttime sector (~02:00 LT). Colored curves are for different months:
NDJ = (November, December, January) in black; FMA = (February, March, April) in blue; MJJ = (May,
June, July) in green; and ASO = (August, September, October) in red. Points are mean values; error
bars are standard deviation values.

3.3. Modeling the Effective Scale Height at the F2-Layer Peak through In Situ LEO Ne
Observations

We model the topside effective scale height in the linear approximation assumption
(6), with the vertical gradient provided by COSMIC—1 RO data, through the NeQuick
topside formulation (4). The information given by CSES—01 and Swarm B in the topside
and by IRI model at the F2-layer peak are used to calculate the effective scale height at the
F2-layer peak, i.e., H0. Figure 3 depicts an example applied to a CSES—01 measurement per-
formed on the 24th of January 2020 at 12:55:10 UT—latitude = −26.88◦, longitude = 10.77◦,
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QD latitude = −35.95◦—along a daytime orbit. Specifically, for that time, CSES—01 LP
measures an electron density value of 95,496 cm−3 at the height of 507.0 km (green point
in Figure 3); at the same time and geographical location, IRI models an F2-layer peak
with NmF2 = 416,130 cm−3 at hmF2 = 254.3 km (red point in Figure 3). These two points
represent the topside and F2-layer peak anchor points, respectively. For those daytime con-
ditions, month, and QD latitude, from Figure 2, we obtain a value of dH/dz equal to 0.147.
At this point, starting from the F2-layer peak anchor point and having fixed dH/dz = 0.147,
we vary H0 in Equation (6) and input H in the NeQuick topside formulation (4) until we
obtain a match with the measured topside Ne anchor point. In Figure 3, H0 = 55.4 km is
the optimal value found for H0, i.e., the value for joining the two anchor points with the
NeQuick topside formulation with a linear scale height. The topside Ne profile is the blue
curve in Figure 3. The procedure just described has been applied to every CSES—01 and
Swarm B LPs measurement in the datasets described in Section 2. This allowed for the
obtainment of a large dataset of modeled H0 values from both CSES—01 and Swarm B
datasets. Moreover, we used both calibrated and non-calibrated CSES—01 and Swarm B
observations for comparison purposes.
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Figure 3. Example of methodology employed for the topside Ne profile modeling. The red point
is the F2-layer peak anchor point, as modeled by IRI; the green point is the topside anchor point,
as measured by CSES—01 (calibrated values); the blue curve is the topside Ne profile, which was
obtained via the modeled linear scale height. Anchor points, values, and linear scale height fit
parameters are reported in the textbox. CSES—01 data were recorded on the 24th of January 2020 at
12:55:10 UT—latitude = −26.88◦, longitude = 10.77◦, QD latitude = −35.95◦ for daytime conditions
(~14:00 LT).

4. Results
4.1. Topside Effective Scale Height from Calibrated In Situ Ne Observations

To highlight the time and spatial behavior of H0 values calculated through the proce-
dure outlined in Section 3, we binned data in geographical coordinates for different diurnal
and seasonal conditions. Since our dataset embraces only low solar activity conditions
(F10.781 ≤ 85 sfu), no solar activity sorting has been applied. Data were sorted in two
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bins in local time according to the CSES—01 orbital configuration. The process of seasonal
sorting is the same as the one applied in Section 3.2. For each of these bins, data were sorted
in bins 2◦-wide in latitude and 4◦-wide in longitude. The median value of H0 inside each
geographical bin was considered.

Figure 4 shows the geographical maps of median H0 values for the daytime sector.
First column plots are H0 values obtained with CSES—01 calibrated Ne values; second
column plots are obtained with Swarm B calibrated Ne values; while third column plots are
H0 values obtained directly from COSMIC—1 RO topside profiles. COSMIC—1 H0 values
are considered as the reference here because RO observations allow for the calculation of
H0 by directly applying Equation (6) to HEpstein values calculated through Equation (7),
without any assumption and use of modeled values.
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pared to COSMIC—1, as well as a greater spatial variability. In particular, CSES—01 and 
Swarm B predict higher H0 values in several latitudinal belts at both low and mid latitudes. 
The region of very high H0 values in the South African and South Indian ocean is also 
noteworthy, with values significantly higher compared to other longitudinal sectors at the 
same latitude. The highest values are obtained during the NDJ months, regardless of the 
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Figure 4. Geographical representation of median values of H0 for the daytime sector (~14:00 LT). First
row plots (panels (a–c)) are for FMA = (February, March, April) months; second row plots (panels
(d–f)) for MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (g–i)) for ASO = (August, September,
October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (j–l)) for NDJ = (November, December, January)
months. First column plots (panels (a,d,g,j)) are H0 values obtained with calibrated CSES—01 and
IRI-modeled data; second column plots (panels (b,e,h,k)) are corresponding values obtained with
calibrated Swarm B and IRI-modeled data; third column plots (panels (c,f,i,l)) are those obtained with
COSMIC—1-measured Ne data by radio occultation. Color bar scale is the same across all panels.
The solid black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.
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Daytime H0 values show an absolute maximum in a narrow belt around the geomag-
netic equator (highlighted by a solid black curve in the maps), while much lower values
are found outside of this region. H0 values are slightly higher at the highest latitudes.
Although the three datasets show similar spatial patterns, they differ in magnitude near
the geomagnetic equator, where values modeled using both CSES—01 and Swarm B obser-
vations show much higher values than those obtained through COSMIC—1. Specifically,
H0 values from CSES—01 reach values higher than 150 km in MJJ and ASO months in the
range of longitudes between 60◦E and 120◦E and between 60◦W and 120◦W. Similar longi-
tudinal variations are also seen by Swarm B and COSMIC—1, albeit with lower values in
magnitude. The orbital configuration of CSES—01 turns out to be well-suited for studying
longitudinal variations. For example, CSES—01 successfully captures the H0 increase in the
South Atlantic region, which is especially visible in the NDJ and FMA months. This region
corresponds to the South Atlantic anomaly, where the magnitude of the geomagnetic field
decreases noticeably. Seasonal differences are visible near the geomagnetic equator and at
mid latitudes. Indeed, at mid latitudes, H0 values are higher in the local summer season
(MJJ in the Northern hemisphere; NDJ in the Southern hemisphere) than in the local winter.
Around equinoxes, hemispheric differences are limited to the longitudinal sectors of the
South Atlantic and South Indian oceans.

Figure 5 shows the geographical maps of median H0 values for the nighttime sector
in the same format as Figure 4. Compared to daytime, in the nighttime sector, H0 values
obtained from both CSES—01 and Swarm B observations show large differences compared
to COSMIC—1, as well as a greater spatial variability. In particular, CSES—01 and Swarm
B predict higher H0 values in several latitudinal belts at both low and mid latitudes.
The region of very high H0 values in the South African and South Indian ocean is also
noteworthy, with values significantly higher compared to other longitudinal sectors at the
same latitude. The highest values are obtained during the NDJ months, regardless of the
local season. On the other hand, COSMIC—1 shows a much simpler spatial pattern, with
higher values at high latitudes (within the auroral oval region) and lower values at mid
and low latitudes.

4.2. Topside Effective Scale Height from Non-Calibrated In Situ Ne Observations

In Section 4.1, we showed H0 values obtained by using CSES—01 and Swarm B Ne
values calibrated according to [34]. For comparison, in this section, we show corresponding
results obtained with original (i.e., non-calibrated) CSES—01 and Swarm B Ne values.

Figure 6 shows geographical maps of median H0 values obtained with non-calibrated
CSES—01 and Swarm B Ne values for the daytime sector. COSMIC—1 values are the same
as those used in Figure 4. By using non-calibrated Ne values, the CSES—01 H0 values
are much lower than those of Figure 4, ranging between 0 and 20 km. Such H0 values
are very low when compared to corresponding values found by other authors by using
different methodologies and datasets [21–24,26,51,53]. H0 values ranging between 0 and
20 km would cause a decrease in electron density in the topside ionosphere at a much faster
rate than is usually observed. This is an independent piece of evidence that demonstrates
the importance of calibrating CSES—01 Ne values in order to reliably reproduce the topside
ionosphere profile shape. On the other hand, H0 values from non-calibrated Swarm B Ne
values are very similar to those obtained with calibrated values. This is not surprising,
given that the calibration has only a minor effect on Swarm B during the daytime, as
highlighted in Section 2.2 and by the authors of [34].
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Figure 5. Geographical representation of median values of H0 for the nighttime sector (~02:00 LT).
First row plots (panels (a–c)) are for FMA = (February, March, April) months; second row plots (panels
(d–f)) for MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (g–i)) for ASO = (August, September,
October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (j–l)) for NDJ = (November, December, January)
months. First column plots (panels (a,d,g,j)) are H0 values obtained with calibrated CSES—01 and
IRI-modeled data; second column plots (panels (b,e,h,k)) are corresponding values obtained with
calibrated Swarm B and IRI-modeled data; third column plots (panels (c,f,i,l)) are those obtained with
COSMIC—1-measured Ne data by radio occultation. Color bar scale is the same across all panels.
The solid black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.

Figure 7 shows geographical maps of median H0 values obtained with non-calibrated
CSES—01 and Swarm B Ne values for the nighttime sector. As expected, H0 values from non-
calibrated CSES—01 Ne values show values much lower than those of Figure 5, according
to the original Ne underestimation by CSES—01. Instead, H0 values from non-calibrated
Swarm B Ne values show a remarkable general increase. This increase is so high that, in
many bins, it was not possible to calculate H0 because Swarm B Ne values were higher
than NmF2 values modeled by IRI; this fact is well-highlighted by the blank bins in the
NDJ months. This is due to the Swarm B Ne overestimation during nighttime and low solar
activity conditions evidenced by the authors of [34,38,40]. Without any correction, original
Swarm B Ne values recorded in these specific conditions would produce an excessive and
non-physical topside effective scale height.
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Figure 6. Geographical representation of median values of H0 for the daytime sector (~14:00 LT). First
row plots (panels (a–c)) refer to FMA = (February, March, April) months; second row plots (panels
(d–f)) refer to MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (g–i)) refer to ASO = (August,
September, October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (j–l)) refer to NDJ = (November, December,
January) months. First column plots (panels (a,d,g,j)) are H0 values obtained with non-calibrated
CSES—01 and IRI-modeled data; second column plots (panels (b,e,h,k)) are corresponding values
obtained with non-calibrated Swarm B and IRI-modeled data; third column plots (panels (c,f,i,l)) are
those obtained with COSMIC—1-measured Ne data by radio occultation. Color bar scale is the same
across all panels. The solid black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.

The results in Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the importance of calibrating both CSES—01
and Swarm B Ne values measured by LPs.

4.3. Topside Effective Scale Height Modeled through the Original NeQuick Formulation

It is worth highlighting that the linear approximation of the topside effective scale
height produces scale height values different than those modeled through the original
NeQuick formulation of Equation (5). To characterize the differences in both magnitude
and spatial variation between the two modeling approaches, we re-calculated H0 values by
using directly the NeQuick topside effective scale height of Equation (5). In this way, dH/dz
(which, in NeQuick, is represented by the parameter g) is kept constant and equal to 0.125,
and any of its spatial variations are avoided. Figure 8 presents H0 values obtained with the
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NeQuick scale height formulation of Equation (5) applied to the CSES—01 Ne calibrated
dataset. By comparing Figure 8 with Figures 4 and 5, it is clear how they show similar
spatial patterns, albeit with different magnitudes. Specifically, the very high H0 values
during nighttime, at specific longitudinal sectors and which maximize during NDJ months,
are still present. This comparison confirms the consistency of both topside modeling
approaches in the range of altitudes sounded by CSES—01 and Swarm B satellites.
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Figure 7. Geographical representation of median values of H0 for the nighttime sector (~02:00 LT).
First row plots (panels (a–c)) refer to FMA = (February, March, April) months; second row plots (panels
(d–f)) refer to MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (g–i)) refer to ASO = (August,
September, October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (j–l)) refer to NDJ = (November, December,
January) months. First column plots (panels (a,d,g,j)) are H0 values obtained with non-calibrated
CSES—01 and IRI-modeled data; second column plots (panels (b,e,h,k)) are corresponding values
obtained with non-calibrated Swarm B and IRI-modeled data; third column plots (panels (c,f,i,l)) are
those obtained with COSMIC—1-measured Ne data by radio occultation. Color bar scale is the same
across all panels. The solid black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.
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Figure 8. Geographical representation of median values of H0 obtained with the original NeQuick
topside effective scale height formulation applied to CSES—01 calibrated and IRI-modeled data. First
row plots (panels (a,b)) refer to FMA = (February, March, April) months; second row plots (panels
(c,d)) refer to MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (e,f)) refer to ASO = (August,
September, October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (g,h)) refer to NDJ = (November, December,
January) months. First column plots (panels (a,c,e,g)) are for the daytime sector; second column plots
(panels (b,d,f,h)) are for the nighttime sector. Color bar scale is the same across all panels. The solid
black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.
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4.4. Comparison between F2-Layer Peak Parameters Modeled by IRI and Measured by
COSMIC—1

The accurate specification of the F2-layer peak anchor point has a significant role in
topside profile modeling. Since, in our study, this task is assigned to the IRI model, we
compared IRI-modeled F2-layer peak parameters with corresponding ones measured by
COSMIC—1. We limit the comparison to the nighttime sector when the major discrepancies
between modeled H0 values have been found (see Figure 5). Figure 9 reports the IRI-
modeled hmF2 values and those measured by COSMIC-1 for the nighttime sector. Figure 10
shows the corresponding plots for NmF2. Figure 9 highlights the good agreement between
modeled and measured hmF2 values, in terms of both magnitude and spatial variations,
as noted by other studies [44,54–56]. This is somewhat expected because the Shubin hmF2
model [43] is based on COSMIC—1 RO data. Overall, IRI-modeled hmF2 values vary in
a narrower range of magnitude compared to those of COSMIC—1, but they do not show
any specific longitudinal variation that could account for the very high H0 values modeled
during nighttime.

Instead, the comparison between modeled and measured NmF2 values (Figure 10),
albeit showing a general agreement in magnitude, shows differences at specific longitudinal
sectors. Focusing on NDJ months (panels g and h in Figure 10), where H0 values calculated
through CSES—01 and Swarm B observations maximize, IRI-modeled NmF2 values have
deep minima in the South Indian Ocean and in two bands at low latitudes in the Asian
sector. COSMIC—1 also measures minima in those regions but to a lesser extent than IRI.
Moreover, at low latitudes in the Asian sector, COSMIC—1 data do not show the two-band
structure modeled by IRI. IRI-modeled nighttime NmF2 values often show spatial variations
that follow the geomagnetic field lines configuration. This is particularly evident in the
already mentioned two minima bands in NDJ months in the Asian sector and also with
respect to the relative maximum above the geomagnetic equator in the equinoctial months
(panels a and e in Figure 10).
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Figure 9. Geographical representation of median values of hmF2 for the nighttime sector (~02:00 LT).
First row plots (panels (a,b)) refer to FMA = (February, March, April) months; second row plots (panels
(c,d)) refer to MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (e,f)) refer to ASO = (August,
September, October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (g,h)) refer to NDJ = (November, December,
January) months. First column plots (panels (a,c,e,g)) are hmF2 values, as modeled by IRI with the
Shubin option; second column plots (panels (b,d,f,h)) are corresponding values, as obtained with
COSMIC—1 radio occultation-measured values. Color bar scale is the same across all panels. The
solid black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.
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Figure 10. Geographical representation of median values of NmF2 values for the nighttime sector
(~02:00 LT). First row plots (panels (a,b)) refer to FMA = (February, March, April) months; second
row plots (panels (c,d)) refer to MJJ = (May, June, July) months; third row plots (panels (e,f)) re-
fer to ASO = (August, September, October) months; and fourth row plots (panels (g,h)) refer to r
NDJ = (November, December, January) months. First column plots (panels (a,c,e,g)) are NmF2 values,
as modeled by IRI with URSI coefficients; second column plots (panels (b,d,f,h)) are corresponding
values, as obtained with COSMIC—1 radio occultation-measured values. Color bar scale is the same
across all panels. The solid black curve in each plot represents the geomagnetic equator.
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5. Discussion

The results reported in Section 4 revealed that, during nighttime, there are remarkable
differences between H0 values obtained through calibrated CSES—01 and Swarm B Ne
observations and those obtained through COSMIC—1 RO profiles (see Figure 5). On the
contrary, during daytime, there is good agreement with differences in magnitude localized
around the geomagnetic equator (see Figure 4). We rule out the presence of bias in the
Ne topside anchor point because H0 values obtained with both CSES—01 and Swarm B
Ne-calibrated observations show the same spatial patterns. In fact, both LPs on CSES—01
and Swarm B should be affected by the same bias. Furthermore, the calibration procedure
developed in [34] does not include any spatial variation, meaning that it cannot be the
cause of the problem. This is verified by the results obtained with non-calibrated Ne values
(Figures 6 and 7), which show similar spatial patterns but with a different magnitude.

A possible source of error could lie in the assumption made to apply the scale height
linear approximation, i.e., in the modeled dH/dz values, which show large latitudinal
variations during nighttime. To rule out this possibility, we re-calculated H0 values by
directly using the NeQuick topside effective scale height of Equation (5) in the NeQuick
topside representation of Equation (4). The corresponding results have been shown in
Figure 8 and compared with Figures 4 and 5. Since Figure 8 was obtained with a constant
value of dH/dz, this excludes the possibility that the use of dH/dz values modeled through
COSMIC—1 RO could bias the analysis during nighttime. This, in turn, attests to the
reliability of the linear scale height assumption made in this work.

After excluding potential sources of error associated with the Ne topside anchor point
and the linear scale height assumption, we looked into the possibility that the analysis may
have been impacted by an incorrect representation of the F2-layer peak by the IRI model.
To assess the accuracy of the F2-layer peak modeling by IRI, we compared IRI-modeled
NmF2 and hmF2 values against those recorded by COSMIC—1 for the same conditions
studied in this work. We focused on the nighttime sector, where there are the greatest
discrepancies between H0 values calculated through CSES—01 and Swarm B observations
and COSMIC—1 RO profiles. Since the topside profile is anchored to the F2-layer peak
point, an error in the modeling of NmF2 can have a deep impact on modeled scale height
values. With a fixed topside anchor point, an increase in NmF2 would reduce H because,
to join the topside anchor point, the electron density has to decrease at a faster vertical
rate. On the contrary, a decrease in NmF2 would increase H because the electron density
has to drop at a slower vertical rate in order to join the topside anchor point. In light of
these considerations, an NmF2 underestimation by IRI has the effect of overestimating the
topside scale height and then H0. This explains the H0 high values during nighttime in the
South Indian Ocean and in two bands at low latitudes in the Asian sector (see Figure 5),
which are associated with underestimated NmF2 values by IRI (see Figure 10).

The spatial variations in IRI nighttime NmF2 values could be attributed to the spherical
harmonics analysis underlying the NmF2 modeling. In fact, the IRI NmF2 model is based on
the spherical harmonics numerical mapping procedure pioneered by the authors of [57–59]
and later extended by the authors of [42]. According to this mapping, the latitudinal
dependence is described by the modified dip latitude (modip, [10]), which was introduced
by the author of [60] to better describe the ionospheric variations in equatorial and polar
regions. Modip is equal to the magnetic dip inclination at low latitudes, while it is closer to
the geographic latitude at higher latitudes. Some of the spatial variations exhibited by the
IRI-modeled NmF2 nighttime values, and in turn by the modeled H0 values, strictly follow
modip isolines (see Figure 14 in [10]), which are a signature of spherical harmonics. This
behavior highlights a mismodeling in the NmF2 spatial variations, which is limited to the
nighttime sector. In fact, the same issue does not affect the daytime sector.

This agrees with the IRI F2-layer peak characteristics validation analysis performed by
the authors of [44]. A comparison with values measured by 40 ground-based ionosondes
and by COSMIC—1 RO highlighted a local time dependence in the IRI NmF2 perfor-
mance [44]. The comparison involving ionosonde-measured values showed that IRI has a
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Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) value of 14.861% during daytime and of
23.790% during nighttime (see Table 2 in [44]). The comparison involving NmF2 values
from COSMIC—1 RO measurements showed that IRI has a NRMSE value of 14.841%
during daytime and 21.781% during nighttime (see Table 4 in [44]). A possible cause of the
worse performance by IRI during nighttime could be attributed to the sub-optimal spatial
representation highlighted in the left column plots of Figure 10. This is the most likely
cause of the H0 misrepresentation obtained during nighttime.

6. Conclusions

In situ Ne observations by LPs onboard CSES—01 and Swarm B satellites have been
used to characterize the global behavior of the effective scale height (H0) at the F2-layer
peak. For the F2-layer peak anchor point, we used values modeled by the latest version
of IRI, i.e., IRI—2020. The dataset used in this study allowed for the investigation of the
H0 global behavior for both daytime and nighttime conditions, different seasons, and low
solar activity.

The main results of this work can be summarized as follows:

1. For daytime conditions, H0 values modeled using CSES—01 and Swarm B calibrated
observations agree with corresponding values obtained directly from COSMIC—1 RO
profiles, which is our reference. The geomagnetic equator is where the most relevant
differences are present. There, values modeled through both CSES—01 and Swarm
B observations are much higher than those obtained through COSMIC—1. Instead,
during nighttime, H0 values obtained from both CSES—01 and Swarm B-calibrated
observations show large differences compared to those obtained through COSMIC—1.
Such differences are spatially localized in several latitudinal belts at both low and mid
latitudes, where H0 values obtained from both CSES—01 and Swarm B show values
much higher in magnitude than those from COSMIC—1.

2. H0 values obtained with non-calibrated CSES—01 and Swarm B observations differ
substantially from those obtained with calibrated observations. Except for the Swarm
B daytime sector, H0 values from non-calibrated observations show either highly
underestimated or overestimated values, which, in most cases, are unphysical. This
is an independent piece of evidence that suggest that, for the local times and low
solar activity conditions studied in this paper, both CSES—01 and Swarm B LP Ne
observations need to be calibrated before being used for ionospheric modeling.

3. Most of the H0 mismodeling for nighttime conditions seems to be caused by a sub-
optimal spatial representation of the F2-layer peak density made by the IRI model.
This issue could be attributed to the IRI spherical harmonics numerical mapping
procedure underlying the NmF2 spatial representation, which shows some limitation
during nighttime hours. However, the issue is not present for daytime hours. This
highlights the importance of an accurate characterization of the F2-layer peak anchor
point in topside ionosphere modeling.

The methodology developed in this study for the topside effective scale height model-
ing turns out to be applicable to any in situ Ne observation made by LEO satellites orbiting
in the topside ionosphere. At the same time, the reliability of the method is critically depen-
dent on the accurate knowledge of both the topside anchor point and the F2-layer peak
anchor point. This is an undoubted disadvantage when compared to the methodologies
which make use of the full topside Ne profile provided by RO observations [6,25,51,61].
However, when accurate data are available, both spatial and time variations of the topside
effective scale height can be reliably described.

In this study, the topside effective scale height variations due to the solar activity and
geomagnetic disturbed conditions have not been investigated due to the limited dataset
encompassing only low solar activity and fairly geomagnetically quiet conditions. As a
future development, we plan to extend this study by also considering different solar activity
and geomagnetic activity conditions when enough satellite observations will be available
during the upcoming solar activity maximum.
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The ever-increasing number of LEO satellites performing in situ Ne observations in
the topside ionosphere makes the applicability of this methodology promising for topside
ionosphere modeling. Ionospheric empirical models, such as IRI [10] and NeQuick [11],
would benefit from an improved description of H0, which in turn would improve the
modeling of the topside profile shape. Moreover, since the scale height at the F2-layer
peak (H0) is tightly connected to the ionospheric equivalent slab thickness [62–65], a better
characterization of H0 would also help in understanding the physical processes driving the
plasma distribution in the ionosphere.
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